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This session is NOT about:
Creating fantastic Power BI Graphics

The perfect solution

Using the power BI embedded
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This session is about:
Practical Retail reporting using Power BI

One way of doing this without customizations

How to made it work in a few hours using Contoso demo data



What reporting are Retailers looking for ? 
- How much is sold ? (Item, Category, Group)

- What is selling ? (Brand, Color, Style)

- Where are the sales ? (Country, Area, Store)

- Who is selling ? (Team, Manager, Cashier)

- Why are the sales like this ? (Year, Month, Date)

- Where are the margins ? (Revenue, Kick-back, Currencies)

- How can we improve ?
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Retail is detail!

James Gulliver

(one of founder of modern supermarket retailing 40 years ago) 



Example of a simple Retail Power BI



https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiMmE2MWUxMGUtNWNhMi00NDM5LTgxOWMtM2I2MDA2MDc5NDliIiwidCI6ImIxYmM0N2E5LWUyYmMtNDIyMC1iZGI1LTcyNDQ3OTlmNWU0OSIsImMiOjh9


Some technology stuff.



How it can be done ?
Slow

Fast, but costs extra $

*many more options also exists



How it can be done ?

- Built-in queries directly to exposed data entities

- Is slow, and cannot handle millions of transactions

- Have some essential data entities needed

- Recurring export data entities to BOYD

- Can be very fast

- Not all entities are exposed

For “out-of-the-box” power BI analytics we may need them both.



Example if issue

Retail Product hierarchy is available through ODATA but not through data entity export



Setting up a Azure SQL for BYOD



1. Set up/buy a Azure SQL Server and Database 

More money = faster ☺



2. Add Dynamics 365 app to Azure AD



3. Connect to Azure SQL and create users

- Add user(s)

- Add firewall exceptions



Setting up Dynamics 365 Operation 



3. Configure entity export to database (part 1)



3. Configure entity export to database (part 2)



3. Configure entity export to database (part 3)

Then entity tables are created in the Azure SQL



3. Configure entity export to database (part 4)



3. Manual Export



3. Manual Export – See the records in Azure SQL



3. Set up recurrent export’s



Some information on BYOD

- Export of data entities cleans itself up. (No duplicated transactions)

- Enabling change tracking speed export up, but is not always working because of delete/updates. 

- Change tracking is good for tables with lots of transactions.



Let’s get the data into Power BI



Connect to the Azure SQL



Select the BYOD tables



Then the tables is available



Connect to the Dynamics 365 with ODATA



Connect to the Dynamics 365 with ODATA



Why these two data entities ?



Removing the noise



Remove all columns you don’t need



Filter the records to remove lines as voids

Reverse sign of negative columns



Removing the noise



Remove all columns you don’t need



Filter the records to remove lines as voids

Reverse sign of negative columns



Tip:  Give columns meaningful names

- This makes it easier for users to “ask a question”



Add the relationships (modeling)





Create Calculated columns



1. Create a “Path” calculated column for a organizational hierarchy



1. Create a “Value” calculated columns based on “path”



3. Create a “Path” calculated column for a product cateogry hierarchy



3. Create a “Value” calculated columns based on “path”



Create reports and analysis



3. Add a Hierarchy Slicer from marked place



3. Add a Product category slicer 



4. Add a Organizational hierarchy slicer



5. Add a Date Slicer



6. Add a nice graph



6. Add Some numbers



Publish and share







Refresh dataset 







Share your reports
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